IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

SESSION TIME

pressing in the middle third of
the pitch. It teaches players
when to press, who triggers
the press and how the team
should support the press. It
also encourages the team
to maintain a compact and
narrow defensive shape.
It works because it makes
teams very organised
and creates a sense
of togetherness when
winning possession. It also
encourages communication
between players.

Overview
This session is all about
defensive organisation when
playing in a 3-4-3. More
speciﬁcally, it is focused on

What do I get the players to do?
Warm-up
We set up on a full size pitch.
We’re using 10 outﬁeld players
and a goalkeeper. The players
line up in a 3-4-3 formation on
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SET-UP
AREA

Full size pitch

EQUIPMENT

Balls, bibs, cones, 10 mannequins,
2 small goals, 2 full size goals
NUMBER OF PLAYERS

Up to 20 players + 2 goalkeepers
Warm-up: 20mins
Defending the midﬁeld: 30mins

the pitch, with the goalkeeper
in his usual position.
Each player has a cone
marking his starting position
and a second cone 10 yards
in front. Each player has a
ball. Set out 10 mannequins
to represent the opposition,
lined up in a 4-3-3 formation.
On the coach’s command,
all players dribble from their
starting cone to the cone 10
yards ahead of them, as shown
[1a]. They then turn and dribble
back. We can advance the
warm-up by instructing all
players to arrive at the cones at
the same time – to achieve this,
they must keep their heads up
so they can see the movements
of their team mates. They
should also communicate
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1a WARM-UP
Dribble
Once they
are used to the
movement, ask
players to arrive
at the cones at
the same time.
To do this they
keep their heads
up and should
communicate

On the coach’s
command,
players dribble to
the cone 10 yards
ahead of them
and then turn and
dribble back

The players
line up in a 3-4-3
formation. Each
player is on a
starting cone
and has a ball
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1b

The
number
11 presses
to the
left of the
mannequin
in front of
him
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Using the same basic
set-up, we remove the
cones and the balls
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The rest of
the team follow
suit and press
to the left of the
mannequin in
front of them.
Each player
must press 10
yards forwards
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“Thissessionteachesplayerswhentopress,whotriggers
thepressandhowtheteamshouldsupportthepress”
with each other to make sure
they arrive at the same time.
Next, we get the players to leave
the ball and sprint to the next
cone, with them all arriving
together. We then get them to run
backwards to the ﬁrst cone.
How do I progress the
warm-up?
Using the same basic set-up with
the mannequins still in place, we
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remove the cones and the balls.
The number 11 presses to the left
of the mannequin in front of him
(the mannequin that represents the
right-sided central defender). The
rest of the team follow suit and press
to the left of the mannequin in front
of them, as shown [1b]. Each player
must press 10 yards forwards.
We then repeat, this time instructing
the number 7 to press to the right of
the mannequin in front of him (the
mannequin that represents the left-

sided central defender), with his team
mates then supporting in the same
manner by pressing 10 yards forward
to the right of their mannequin.
What do I get the players to do next?
Defending the midﬁeld
We set up on three quarters of
the pitch with a goal at each end.
We also position two small goals
on the short side of the pitch. We
mark out a midﬁeld zone of 40
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yards spanning either side of
the halfway line, where the
midﬁeld press takes place.
We’re using 20 outﬁeld players
and two goalkeepers, split into
two teams of 11. We coach the
team playing 3-4-3 (the blues)
and they defend the three
goals at the short end of the
pitch. The opposition (the reds)
line up in a 4-3-3 formation.
All the outﬁeld players start
in the midﬁeld zone, except
the two central defenders of
the red 4-3-3 team. The blues
are set up in compact and
narrow starting positions.
Play starts with a pass out from
the goalkeeper of the red team

to his central defenders, who
pass the ball across the back
line and look to break down the
3-4-3 system of the blues.
The blues should try to force the
opposition to pass backwards
and continue the press in
central and wide areas, as
shown [2a/2b]. If the press
fails, the red 4-3-3 team can
score in either the small
goals or attack the normal
sized goal, as shown [2c].
Normal offside rules apply.
As soon as the blue defending
team gains possession they
should clear it out of the area
and the opposition keeper
would feed another ball into

his defenders which helps to
continue the ﬂow of the game
and works the team physically.
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What are the key things to look
out for?
For the blue 3-4-3 team, we
want to see the wing back
pressing the opposition
full back when he’s on the
ball and then the blue team
should support the press,
with all the players moving
across and leaving space on
the opposite side of pitch.
We want to see the defending
team keeping organised, with
the distance between each
player kept the same – they

“Mostimportantlywewanttoseethedefendingteamkeepinga
compactshapewherevertheyarepositionedonthepitch”
2a DEFENDING THE MIDFIELD

Two central defenders on the red 4-3-3 team
start play in their defensive zone by receiving
from their keeper and building an attack

Coach the
blue team
who are
in a 3-4-3
formation.
They defend
the three
goals at the
short end of
the pitch

Most of
the outﬁeld
players
start in the
midﬁeld
zone

The blues press to force the reds to pass backwards. The blue
wing back presses the opposition full back and here his team
mates shift across to support the press, forcing the reds back
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2b
If the reds
are forced
to pass
backwards,
then the
blues should
continue the
press in central
and wide areas

The blues
should keep a
compact shape
wherever they
are on the pitch,
with all players
keeping the
same distance
between each
other

The strikers
should press
high into the
ﬁnal third too,
trying to force
the defenders
to pass back to
the keeper

2c
If the blue
press fails, the
red 4-3-3 team
can try to score
in either of the
small goals or
they can attack
the normal goal

should maintain a compact and
narrow shape. If the opposition are
forced back, the blue press should
continue with the strikers putting
pressure on the ball. If the ball is
passed back to the goalkeeper, the
striker has a decision to make and
should press if he thinks he can
affect the keeper’s ﬁrst touch.
Most importantly, we want to
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the whistle as a signal to press.
Sometimes we see players on the
opposite side of the pitch starting to
switch off. To remedy this, we stop
and coach them, particularly if they
What are the typical mistakes
are
too far apart or if the distance
players might make and how do I
between players is too wide.
avoid them?
The back three can also stay too deep
Players aren’t certain when to press
if they are not encouraged to move
and can sometimes be late. We can
control the pressing player by blowing up when good pressing is applied.
see the defending team keeping
a compact shape wherever they
are positioned on the pitch.
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